Introducing...

Version 2
Money Path Version 2 is better than ever and available now!
The new version of the life-changing Money Path app includes
numerous enhancements, making it an even more exceptional
tool for teens to explore their college, career, and financial
future. Check it out today!
Money Path Version 2 updates include:
kk Simplified self-registration with no activation link required.
kk Two new paths added: Military and 4-year Bachelor’s degree followed by
Graduate School.
kk An additional 300 jobs with corresponding starting salaries.

Introducing...

kk A path allowing students to complete their first 2 years at community or technical
college and then transfer to a 4-year institution to complete their Bachelor’s degree.

Students speak

kk Option for students to adjust the number of semesters necessary to achieve their Bachelor’s
degree based on AP and dual course credits earned, dual majors or length of program.
kk Ability to save and compare multiple path scenarios side-by-side.
kk A brief job description for each career.
kk Enhancements to the Future Monthly Budget section allowing students to edit not only their expenses, but
also their saving and retirement contribution amounts.
kk Expense categories providing a brief description of the types of spending included for each category, along
with the average spending for a single, independent young adult.
kk A new version of the Goal Timeline that will allow students to personalize their goals and edit the savings amount
directed towards each goal.
kk A print feature students can use to create a PDF to print or share with others.
kk A student survey built directly into the app to measure outcomes and provide program evaluation.

More enhancements coming soon, including:
• Mobile responsive version that can be used on any device.
• Reporting package to track student outcomes and measure
the Money Path impact.
To learn more about Money Path, visit securefutures.org/money-path.

